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ON SPENCER'S COHOMOLOGY THEORY FOR
LINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

BY

JOSEPH JOHNSON

Abstract. Let D be a linear partial differential operator between vector bundles

on a differentiable manifold X of dimension n. Let O be the sheaf of germs of dif-

ferentiable functions on X. For every h e Z a spectral sequence (*£") is associated

to D. When D satisfies appropriate regularity conditions these spectral sequences

degenerate for all sufficiently large h and hEl° is the pth Spencer cohomology for D.

One can compute ft£|' as the cohomology at AT* <8>o Rh-p,q of a complex

0 ->• Rhq ->■ AT* ®o */.-!., —->■ AT* ®o A»-,,., -> 0.

When z/ = 0 this complex coincides with the usual (first) Spencer complex for D.

These results give a generalization of Spencer's theory. The principal importance

of this generalization is that it greatly clarifies the role played by homological algebra

in the theory of overdetermined systems of linear partial differential equations.

1. Introduction. This paper was written to show that the theory of linear

differential operators introduced by Spencer (see [2]) is in part a special case of a

more general theory of homological algebra.

Let us fix our notation: X is a differentiablei1) manifold of dimension n; O is

the sheaf of germs of differentiable functions on X(2); Q is the sheaf of germs of

linear differential operators of O into itself. Let (£ be the category of left "D-modules.

Denote by £ the sheaf of germs of differentiable vector fields on X.

Let £ and £ be fixed vector bundles(3) on X and D: £-> F a linear differential

operator. Consider the problem of solving the equation

£>(?)=/
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0) Differentiable will always mean of class C°°. Maps, vector bundles over differentiable

manifolds, etc. will always be assumed to be differentiable. In addition it will be assumed that

X is paracompact.

(2) All tensor products will be over O. Also % has two distinct O-module structures

accordingly as one places the sections of O on the left of the sections of ® or on the right in

performing the multiplication. The position of % in any tensor product will always indicate

which £>-module structure is being used.

(3) If a vector bundle is represented by a certain letter, that same letter will often be used

to denote the associated sheaf of germs of differentiable sections as well.
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when fis a given global section of F. It was shown in [1] that there is a morphism

of left 'S-modules

D*: T> (gF*->® <g£*

obtained from D. Call D* the adjoint morphism and its cokernel M (resp. kernel N)

the adjoint cokernel (resp. adjoint kernel). The induced map

Horn® (3) <g F*, D) -» Horn» (<£ (g F*, O)

can be identified with the map

F(X, E) -> F(X, F)

given by D. An obvious necessary condition for /)(?)=/to have a solution is that

/, considered as an element of Horn® (% <g F*, O), should vanish on N.

Applied to

0-^® ®F*/N-^% <g£*^M^0

the long exact sequence for Ext® in the first variable gives a diagram

0

i
T(X, E) ->- HomB (<E> <g F*/N, C) -&-+ Ext^ (M, £) -* 0

r(*,F)

with rows and columns exact. Thus given a section/of F satisfying an "integra-

bility condition", i.e. lying in Horn® (*35 <g F*/N, O) (vanishing on A^), there is an

element ¿5(F) in Extj, (M, O) which is zero if and only if /)(?)=/ has a solution.

(See the Proposition in §1 of [1].) Thus Ext^ (M, D) is the space of all "obstruc-

tions" to solving equations F>( ?)=/ when / ranges over the sections of F which

satisfy the integrability condition.

The importance of Extj, (M, O) thus established, the next obvious task is to seek

theorems that give us information about it. In [1] it was shown that there is a

spectral sequence iEf*)r-2,a,... converging to Ext^"1"9 (M, O).

It can be obtained by representing the functor Mi-> Homj (M, O) as a com-

posite of two functors. For the first of these we can take Mh- Homo (M, 0) of

6 into itself. For the second we can take the covariant functor from (£ into the

category of abelian groups which takes P into the global constants C(P) of F(X, P).

(This method is slightly different from that used in [1].) We then obtain from this

a spectral sequence converging to Ext^9 (M, O) with

E¡* = R'C'Extl (M, £>)),
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where R"C is the pth right derived functor of C. It will be shown shortly that the

vector spaces RpC(Homo (M, £))) are a fundamental object of study of the

"infinite" Spencer theory.

In [2], Spencer has defined complexes

Sh:0^Rh^A1T* ®Rh AT* (g) Rh-n' o.

The Rh are related to the adjoint morphism D* as follows. Let k be the order of

D. We have a commutative diagram

£) <g)£*.
D*

->® <g>£*- ^M 0

®n-*®£*-
-> $)„ <g> £* ^A4 -►0

with exact rows and columns. Here 1)n represents the sheaf of germs of sections

of ® of order gn and A£, is the cokernel of the obvious morphism. Then Rh =

Homo (Mh, £>) and £„o = Homo (M, D). Let ®00 = 5) and MX = M. It was shown

in [1] that the pth cohomology of the complex T(X, S«,) is £pC(Hom0 (M, £>))

(Theorem 2).

Let us note that when D is formally integrable the theory of [1] tells us that

HP(T(X, Sx)) is Ext|, (M, D). In fact in this case M is locally free and £2P« = 0

when q=£0. It follows from the spectral sequence that £"C(Homo (M, £>)) is

Ext| (M, D). From a preceding remark,

Hp(T(X, Sm)) = £pC(Homo (M, £>)) = Ext| (M, D).

Thus for a formally integrable operator, the complex Sœ contains all the desired

information. There is however a major problem in using 5„. Its terms are sheaves

of vector spaces and that is all. In general they are not finite dimensional. The

theory of [1] is plagued with the generalization of that problem; namely

Ext^ (M, £>) is only a sheaf of infinite-dimensional vector spaces.

What is given here is a refinement of the theory of [1] which produces results of

the type indicated above but for the finite Spencer complexes Sh, h<oo, as well as

for Sœ. The ideas of [1] are adequate to do this. However they need to be applied

to a category other than S. The category S described in the next section has the

needed advantage that M=@hEZ Mh can be considered as an object of it.

The consequences of applying the methods of [1] to 5Î will now be summarized.

Let

Rhq = Extfc (Mh, O).
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There exist complexes (generalized Spencer complexes)

Sh'.0-*-Xh-+AíT* ®ä,,-i.,->->A"F* ® /?„_*,,->0

with Sh0 = Sh. There are also spectral sequences (*-ßr*)r-2,3,... with initial terms

ftFf« = H'iTiX, AT* <g *„_.,,)).

If M has the proper kind of resolution in Ä, the spectral sequence i"E?9) converges

to Ext§>+« (M, O) for all sufficiently large h in Z.

If D is formally integrable, M has the required type of resolution. As a con-

sequence the following is true for all sufficiently large h in Z:

(1) .tVP,, = 0if0a/> = nand(7^0.

(2) ExtJ (M, D) is the ^th cohomology of the complex FiX, Sh).

2. The category ñ. Let ©r be the sheaf of germs of sections of © which are of

order _ r. Let © be the direct sum © = 0rez ©r. Then 2) is in a natural way a

sheaf of graded rings because ©r©sc©r+s.

The category Ä is to have graded left ©-modules for its objects. A morphism of

Ä will be any morphism of left '©-modules which is homogeneous of degree zero.

There are various interesting ways of defining objects of it. One is to consider

© as a filtered ring (using order) and to consider any filtered left ©-module L.

Then @rezLr is in a natural way a graded left ©-module. A more important

example from our point of view can be obtained from the linear differential

operator D.

Namely let k be the order of D and consider the adjoint morphism D*:

© (g F* -> © (g E*. By restriction we can obtain induced O-module morphisms

£>*:©, <gF*^-©k+, ®E*

for every /äO. Let Mk + ¡ be the cokernel of Df and let Mr = ©r <g E* if r<k. It is

easy to see that the C-module morphisms ©s ® ©r (g £* -> ©r+s (g F* induce

morphisms F)s ® Mr^Mr+s From this it follows quickly that@reZMr is an

object of 5t.

Observe that the dual of the exact sequence of D-modules

©, <g F* -> ©k + ! ® £* -► Á?k + ¡ -> 0

is the exact sequence

0 -*tffc+.^/fc+I(£)^/.(F*)

of [2, p. 185]. This fact will be useful in connecting the theory developed here

with the theory of [2].

The global section 1 of ©, since it is also a section of ©r for every r^O, can be

considered as a section of © in various ways. To avoid confusion on this point,

let yr for r ^ 0 be the section 1 of ©r considered as a section of © homogeneous of
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degree r. Observe that y is in the center of %. In general when we wish to consider

a section/of Ds as a section of (5) )r with r^s, let us write it as yr/to indicate this.

In particular the section S of £ when considered as a section of (îb)x will be

written yS.

If £ is any object of St and if s^r, ys~r maps Pr into Ps so that we have a direct

system of O-modules (Pr)rez- Let £„ = inj limr Pr. It is easy to check that £„ has a

unique structure of left $5-module such that for all r, se Z,

2>s <8>£,->Pr+s

®s ® £00-► £«>

commutes.

If r is in Z, define an object ®(r) of Ä which as a left "3)-module is isomorphic

to %, but which is graded by the rule Ct)(r))s = Cî))r+s. It is clear that (£>(/■))„ =®

and that the O-module morphisms (f>(r))s -> (Sí/))« map Ç£>(r))s isomorphically

onto ®r + s. If £=©i6/®('"i) is a free object of ®, it is natural to let ord £=

maxie,( — rt) (called the order of £) since $b(r) is free on a single generator of

degree — r. Clearly £œ = 0ie/ 35 since passage to the direct limit commutes with

the taking of direct sums. Observe that from the exact sequence

%(-k) ®F*->% ®E*-¡»M^0

we have upon passing to the limit an exact sequence

3) <g) £* -> 35 ® £* -> (7^)00 -> 0.

Hence the following has been shown.

Lemma 1. The adjoint cokernel M of the linear differential operator D is (M)x

where M is defined as the cokernel of

$>(-k) ®£*^3) ® £*.

In general, call an O-module L graded if it is written as a direct sum of O-modules

U = @pezLp. Of course sections of Lp will be called homogeneous of degree p. This

rather artificial motion is useful because of the following lemma. In the statement

of the lemma 35 ® £ is considered as an object of Ä by giving it the obvious left

35-module structure and by letting (í> ® £)ft = 0p+Q=ft (5))p <g) £,.

Lemma 2. Lei L be a graded O-module and suppose that every Lp is a locally free

£i-module. Then 3¡> ® L is a projective object o/Ä.

It will be shown that £ i->- Horns (35 <8> £ £) is an exact functor. If U is an open

subset of X, let Home (£, £)o(tO be {/e Hom0K, (£|£,P\U) : f maps £„| U into

£d|£ for every deZ}. Then Homo(£, £)0 is a fine sheaf by p. 158 of [3] last
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sentence before 3.8. Now H1(X, fine sheaf) = 0 [4, 2.11.1, p. 37]. From an exact

sequence E: 0 —> P' ~> P -*■ P" -> 0 in St we obtain an exact sequence Homo (F, E)0

and hence an exact sequence T(X, Homo (F, E)0) since H\X, Homo (F, F')o) = 0.

Now TiX, Homo (F, £)0) can be identified with Homs (© (g F, £) so this last is

exact. This proves Lemma 2.

If F is a graded D-module such that each Lv is locally free, the order of © ® F

will be defined as max {/ e Z : Fr^0} and written ord (© (g F). Such an F will be

called a locally free graded £s-module.

3. Derivation of the spectral sequences. The manner in which the spectral

sequence of [1] was derived motivates the technical considerations that follow.

Given an object F of A'it will be shown how under certain conditions ExtJ iP«,, £))

can be given as the pth derived functor of certain composite functors. The first of

the functors in the composite will now be defined.

Let St° be the dual category of St. A functor K: SÏ0 -> St will be defined such that

if P is any object of §î, (Ä'(F))_r = Homo (Fr, D) for all re Z. Defining such an

object is equivalent to showing the existence of additive morphisms

©s <g Homo iP„ O) -> Homo (Fr-S, 0)

for all r, s e Z such that all the diagrams

©s <g ©( <g Homo (A O)-> ©s <g Homo (Fr_„ D)

©s + i <g Homo (F„ O)-> Homo (Fr_s_t, O)

commute. This will be done by first defining an D-linear morphism

F (g Homo (Fr, O) -* Homo iPr-i, O).

Namely if yS is a section(4) of T and /a section of Homo (Fr, D), map y8 ®/ to

(8 of—fo 8)|Fr_1; an expression which has meaning because 8 induces an additive

endomorphism of £) (wherever 8 is defined) and also an additive morphism

Pr.y ^ Pr since yTc(%)y.

Also if h is any section of £>, yh maps Pr_y into Pr. Therefore since (£>1 = D ®T,

we have natural additive morphisms

(*) ©x <g Homo (P„ O) -> Homo (Pr-i, D).

(4) It will be left to the reader to fill in the few trivial details that will make arguments of

this type entirely rigorous. For instance an open set U over which S is defined needs to be

given.
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The proof will be complete once it can be shown that we have for all j= 1 com-

mutative diagrams of O-modules

351 ® • • • <g> 35i ® Homö (P„ 0)- Hom0 (£_„ O)

(s times) ^^*

3)s ® Homc, (Pr, O) -^

Of course the diagonal arrows are the sought for morphisms and the vertical

arrows are given by multiplication. The horizontal arrows are defined inductively

from the morphism (*).

Let £ be the kernel of

(s times)

35! ® • • • ® 3>i -> 3>s.

It has to be shown that £ (8> Homo (Pr, O) has zero image in Homo (£r-s> £>). The

question is local so we may assume that X is an open subset of Rn and that

xx,..., xn are coordinates on X. Modulo elements of the form

A (8> S (8) S' ® £-^ <8> 8' <8> 5 ® £-,4 ® 1 ® [8, 8'] ® B,

A ® 8 ® a ® £-,4 ® a ® S ® £-^ ® 1 ® 8(a) ® B

where A is a section of 3)]. ® • • • ® 35 x (i— 1 times), B a section of 3>x ® • • • ® 35x

(s—t— 1 times), 8, 8' sections of £, a a section of O, every section of 35x ® • • • ® 3^

(s times) can be written as a linear combination with coefficients in O of elements

1 ® • • • ® 1 ® 8/dxi<X) ® • • • ® d/dxm

(s—p times)

with i(l)^í(2)á • • ■ á/(/?). Now the sections (f) are sections of L. If O is con-

sidered as operating on 3)j ® • • • ® <£>x (s times) by left multiplication, the fore-

going implies that the elements (f) generate £. It is however also clear that if H is

any of the sections (f), H ® Homo (Mr, O) has zero image in Homo (Mr„s, O).

This completes the proof that the desired morphisms 35s ® Homo (Mr, O) ->

Homo (A£_s, O) do in fact exist. The fact that K is actually a functor K: ñ° -> SÏ

is now clear. Clearly K is left exact.

Let P be an object of % and define C(P) to be {/e P(X) : if 8 e T(X), y8(/) = 0}.

The elements of C(P) will be called constants of P. UheZ, let Ch(P) = C(P) n Ph(X).

The way in which this notion helps us arrive at the desired spectral sequences is

suggested by the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Suppose that the object P of Ä has a presentation Fp -> Fp _ i -> • • • -*■

F0 -> P -> 0 o/ /eng/A p such that each Fp is of the form % ® £ w/'iA £ a locally

free graded D-module. Let r = maxXSqSp (ord £„) and suppose that r is finite. Then
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if s^r, Ext& (F*,, £>) is the qth derived functor'5) P"(C_S ° /O(P) of C_s ° /i:/o/-

0^<7^p.

For 0-¿qúp, R%C^so K)(P) = HQ(C_S(K(F.))) since the Fq are injective as

objects of ®°. Here of course we use the complex 0-*-/7,,+ ».->■••->■ Fo->0 with

Fp + 1 equal to the kernel of the map Fp^Fp_y. Let / be a given element of

C„S(K(FA). Write Fg = © <g> F (<7^p+l) with L a locally free graded O-module.

Then Lt=0 if t > s. Now (FA M = © (g F and there is a unique g in Horn® ((F„) œ, O)

which agrees with fon L. Also g must coincide with/on all of (FAS. Indeed every

section of (F„)s is (locally) a linear combination with coefficients in O of sections

of the form y8y ■ -y8¡ (g h with 81;..., 8, sections of F and /z a section of Fs_,.

Since/is a constant,

f(yhy ■ -yS, <g A) = ySiC/IyS,. ■ -y8, <g A)).

A similar formula holds with g replacing/ Thus the assertion that/and g coincide

on (F,)s follows by induction on /.

It follows that every element of C-S(K(FQ)) has a unique extension to an element

of Horns ((F,)«,, £>). Now (FA^ is a projective of© for O^q^p and the sequence

0^(Fp + 1)eo ->-^(Fo)=o -^ F«, ^0 is exact. Hence

//«(Horns ((F.U, D)) = Ext| (Pw, O) = H«(C_S(K(F.))) = R"(C.S ° /Q(P)

if Ofíqfíp. This proves the lemma.

The following result is the central one.

Theorem. Fe? P be any object of $£, he Z. There is a spectral sequence which

converges to Rp + "(C.h ° K)(P) and with initial term Ei" = (RpC_h ° R'K)(P).

To prove this the theorem on p. 148 of [5] on the spectral sequence for a com-

posite functor will be used. To use that theorem we only need to show that if P

is any projective object of ®, (RpC-h)(K(P)) = 0 if p>0. This will be done in the

sequence of lemmas that follow. Those lemmas will also help us to determine

explicitly the El".

Let D be @reN £>• It can be considered as an object of SÎ since the ©r operate

on £).

Lemma 2. IfP is any object of®, (RPCS)(P) = Extg (£>, P(s)).

First it will be shown that CS(P) = Horn® (£),P(s)). For this observe that an

element/of Homo (&, P(s)) which is homogeneous of degree zero can be identified

with an element h(f) of PsiX) and conversely by matching it with the image under

/of 1 in (&)0(X) = D(X). Then/is in Horn® (S, Pis)) if and only if h(f) is in C(P).

To see this, observe that £) is a subring of © since O <= ©r for every r ^ 0. Further-

(5) For the definition of R" see p. 143 of [5].
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more yT<=(%)x generates 3> as an overring of Ö. If / is in Horns (Ö, P(s)),

yS(h(f)) = yS(f(l))=f(y8(l))=f(0) = 0 for every S e T(X), so h(f) is a constant.

Suppose conversely that h(f) is a constant. If a e (Öa)(U) with U an open subset

of X, f(a) = a(h(f)\U). If 8 eT(U), yo(f(a)) = yh(a(h(f)\U)) = yh(d)(h(f)\U) =
/(yS(a)) which shows that /is 3Vlinear.

If 0 -> £ -> g0 -*■ g1 -»- • • • is an injective resolution of £ in Si, Q(s) is then an

injective resolution of P(s). Also Horns (ö(-s), P) = CS(P). It follows that

Hp (Horns (Ö(-i), ß)) = (£"Cs)(£) = //"(Horns (ö, (?•(*))) = Ext| (Ô, £(*)). This

completes the proof of the lemma.

The next step is to compute (RpC_h)(P) for any object £ of Si by using a suitable

projective resolution of D. Consider AT (the pth exterior power of T) as a graded

O-module by requiring that its sections shall be homogeneous of degree p. The

object 35 ® AT of Si is projective by Lemma 2 of §2.

Lemma 3. There exist ñ-morphisms 3) ® AT-*-® ® Ap~1Tand a ^-morphism

3) -> Ô w/i/'cA give a resolution 3> ®AT^£)^0o/O\

To define 3> ® AT-»-3) ® A"_1£ we need to define additive morphisms

35r ® AT-*3)r+1 ® A""Tfor r^O such that the diagrams

35r + 1 ® AT- -*3>r + 2 ® Ap-!£

and

3>r ® AT-> 35r+1 ® A""x£

%r+s ® AT-> 3)r+s+1 ® Ap^£

35r ® 35s ® AT-> 3)r ® 3)s + 1 ® A""^

commute. How this can be done has been indicated by Malgrange in [6, p. 23].

Lemma 4. IfP is a projective object o/Si, (£"C_„)(£(£)) = 0 ifq>0.

If £ is projective, then for an appropriate indexed set of integers (rt)¡e„ £ is a

direct summand of 0le/ 3>(/-¡). Thus we may assume that £ actually is ofthat form.

Then (K(P))_h=y\te, Home (35,+r¡, O). Hence

(RpC_h)(K(P)) = Ext|(Ô, K(P)(-h)) = //"(Horns ($ ® AT, K(P)(-h)))

= //"/Homo (AT, Jl Homo (S>h+r,~, £>j\\

= Hp(t(x, AT* ® [J Homo (*>»+,,-, 0)\\.
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We can consider the factors in Flis/ one at a time. In this way we can reduce the

problem to showing that all the cohomology groups of the complexes

0 -► Y(X, D) -> T(X, Homo (©„, D)) -> Y(X, AXF* ® Homo (®Ä-i, O)) -> ■ • •

-► r(AT, AT* ® Homo (©„_„, O)) -► 0
are zero.

Since we are considering sections of fine sheaves we only need to show the

sequences

0 -> C -> Homo (©ft, O) -* A*F* ® Homo C-5h-i, D) -»• • • •

-► AT* ® Homo (©„_„, O) -> 0

are exact. These are just the sequences (1.3.3) of [2] (with E= O) which are known

to be exact. This completes the proof of Lemma 4 and of the theorem.

4. The connection with Spencer's theory. Let E and F be vector bundles on the

differentiable manifold X, D : E -> F a linear differential operator. Let M be the

object of ® defined in §2.

Theorem. Suppose that M has a presentation

F,-> F,_j.-*•••-> F0-> iff->0

where each Ft is of the form © ® F with L a locally free graded D-module of finite

type. Let r = max0iqSl ord F„. Define Rhq = Extq0 (Mh, £)). Then there exist

complexes

Shq:0^Rhq^AiT* ®/?„_!., ^-*A»r* ®/?>_„,,-^0

and spectral sequences ihE?q)r= 2,3,... such that

hE%q = H'iYiX, AT* ® Rh-.,q)).

If h^r, iKE?9) converges to Ext|+<! (M, O) where M is the adjoint cokernel of D

for p+qúl.

Lemma. For all h in Z, iRqK)iM).h = Rhq.

Let • • • -*■ Py -*■ P0 -*■ M -> 0 be a resolution of M by free objects of Si. Then

iR"K)iM) is H\KiP)) and iRqK)iÑ)_h is //«(A-(P.)_,) = //«(Hom0((P\, O)).

Now (P.)Ä is a projective resolution of the D-module Mh since each (P?),t is locally

free and hence projective(8). Hence Ext£> (Mh, £>) = //"(Homo ((P.)A, £>))• This

proves the lemma.

To prove the theorem use first Lemmas 2 and 3 of §3. They imply that

HRvC.h) o iR"K))iM) is /F(Homs (© ® AT, iRqK)iM)i-h))). Now

Horns (© ® AT, (R"K)(M)(-h)) = Homo (AT, (RqK)(M)p^h)

= T(X, AT* ® Exta0 (Mft_p, 0))

= T(Z, AT* ® Rh.p_q).
Thus "Ff has the asserted form.

(6) One can mimic a part of the proof of Lemma 2 of §2 to see this.
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The last statement of the theorem is immediate from Lemma 1 of §3.

5. Formally integrable operators.

Theorem. Let E and F be vector bundles on a connected differentiable manifold

X, D: £—*- £ a formally integrable linear differential operator of order k. Then the

exact sequence

%(-k) ®£*-^$®£*->M^0

can be completed to an infinite resolution

->F2^FX^F0^M^O

in St of M where each £¡ has the form 3Í> ® L with L a graded locally free Q-module

of finite type.

The following is the key lemma needed in the proof of this theorem.

Lemma 1. Let dx,..., dp, ex,...,eqeZ, A =%(dx) © • • • © 3>(i/p), B=^)(ex) ©

• • • © 3Xe„). Let a st-morphism <p : A —> B be given, and let P be its cokernel.

Suppose there exists an integer k such that Pk is a vector bundle and for r>k,

Pr/yPr-i is a vector bundle and y. Pr-X^-Pr is injective. Then there is an integer h

such that the kernel Nofcp is generated by its sections homogeneous of degree —h.

The integer h depends only on dx,..., dp, ex,..., eq andk.

If Q is any one of the objects A, B, P or N of SÎ, regard Q» as a filtered left

35-module by letting Qxr be the image of Qr in Qx. The sequence

0 -> grr A„„ -> grr ¿l«, -> grr Bx -» grr Pw -* 0

is exact for r>k and each term is a vector bundle. The same is true for the

sequence

0 —> Nmk —> Axk —*■ Beck ~=* Ptck ~*■ 0.

Given x e X and an O-module G on X, let Gx denote its stalk at x. Denote by

G(x) the vector space Gx/mxGx where m* is the maximal ideal of O*. For r > k and

x e X the sequences

0 -» grr Nx(x) -> grr Ax(x) -> grr Bm(x) -» grr Px(x) -> 0

are exact (because Tor¿x ((grr £«,)*, Ä) = 0). Similarly the sequences

0 -> Nxk(x) -> Axlc(x) -> B^x) -> Pmk(x) -> 0

are exact.

Let 5 be the graded ring R[XX,..., Xn] where Xx,..., Xn are indeterminates.

The maps gr A x(x) -> gr B^x) for x e X are morphisms of the graded S-modules

S(dx) © ■ • • © S(dp) -> S(ex) © • • • © S(eq).
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It will be shown below that there is an integer h such that the kernels of all such

morphisms are generated by their homogeneous parts of degree g h. We can and

will assume that h > k.

Assume that result for the moment and let us see how it follows from this that

N is generated by its homogeneous parts of degree ^ h. Let r ï: h and observe that

given x e X and £ in (grr N„)x, there exist &,..., £« in (gr„ Nx)x and Au...,Am

in (grr_ft %)x such that Ax£x + ■ ■ ■ + Am£m and f have the same image in grr Nœ(x).

Now (grr Noo)x is a module of finite type over €>x. Hence Nakayama's lemma

implies that £ actually has the form AXÇX+ ■ ■ ■ +AmÇm (although we might have

to take a different choice of the At and ft).

We therefore have that gr A«, is generated by its homogeneous parts of degree

¿h. From this it follows easily enough that N is generated by its homogeneous

parts of degree ^ h.

In the course of the preceding proof, the following lemma was used.

Lemma 2. Let dx,...,dp, ex,...,eqeZ, Xx,...,Xn be indeterminates and

S=R[XX,..., Xn]. Let I be the graded S-module 1= S(dx) © • ■ • © S(dp) and H the

graded S-module H=S(ex) © • • • © S(eq). There exists an integer h such that if

<p :/->// is any (degree 0) morphism of graded S-modules, the S-module ker <p is

generated by its homogeneous parts of degree =h.

Let us defer the proof of this lemma until the proof of the theorem is completed.

Assume that we have obtained a presentation of length p of M

Fp^->FX^F0^M^O

with Fx -> £0 as specified in the theorem. We need to see that it can be extended

to a presentation of length p+l. Let A = FP, B = FP-X and let P be the cokernel

of the given morphism A -> B. Locally the situation is the same as in Lemma 1

and with the same k as in the statement of the theorem. Also since Xis connected,

the d's and e's do not change from place to place. We can therefore conclude that

there exists an h such that the kernel N of £p -> Fp _ x is generated by its terms of

degree f^h. Now for every integer m, Nm is a vector bundle. Let £ = 0mS(1 Nm.

Let £p + 1=3) ® £. There is a unique Sï-morphism £p+1 -*■ Fp whose restriction to

£ coincides with the inclusion of £ in £„. This proves the theorem.

A brief outline of the proof of Lemma 2 based on [7] and [8] will now be given.

Consider the coherent modules S = (C®Ä/)~ and § = (C ®Ä H)~ on the

projective scheme Y=P%~1. By Proposition 1.2 of [7] the family £ of kernels of

morphisms 3f-»-§ is bounded. Theorem 2.1 of [7] says these can all be written

as quotients of 0Y( - r)N for a fixed pair of integers r and N. Consider the family

£' of kernels of morphisms from 0Y( — r)N to a member of £. Using induction on

N, Theorem 2.1 of [7] and the theorem of [8], it follows that there is an integer u

such that if v^u, H\Y, 5(zj)) = 0 whenever i>0 and 5 is an element of £'.
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Let h = max (u, r). A morphism <p: I-> H induces a morphism 9: S -> §.   Let

A be the kernel of 99. Then ,4 is the kernel of <p and we have a morphism 0Y( — r)N -*■

Ä. Let 5 be its kernel. Now if i^h, S(-r)f = T(Y, 0Y(i-r)N)-> F(Y, Ä(i)) = A,

is surjective because //1(F, ¡5(0)=0. This completes the proof since S(-r)N is

generated by its elements homogeneous of degree ^ r.
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